BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT
I MUA I TE KOOTI TAIAO O AOTEAROA
IN THE MATTER

of the Resource Management Act 1991

AND

of an appeal under clause 14 of the First
Schedule to the Act

BETWEEN

CASTLEPOINT

RATEPAYERS

AND

RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
(ENV-2019-WLG-000111)
Appellant
AND

WELLINGTON REGIONAL COUNCIL
Respondent

MINUTE OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT
(23 APRIL 2020)

1)

The Environment Court has been continuing with trial mediation on appeals on

provisions of the GWRC Proposed Natural Resource Plan on the on-line platform
Microsoft TEAMS which individuals can join via video link or via phone for an audio link.
That ‘remote’ mediation is subject to trial mediation directions (attached).

2)

The Regional Council has identified issues in the mediation topics that it

considers have the potential for ‘remote’ mediation. That includes appeal points in the
appeal by the Castlepoint Ratepayers and Residents Association and concern:
•

Policy P147 Motor vehicles on the foreshore

•

Policy P148 Motor vehicles in sites with significant value

•

Rule R196 Motor vehicles – permitted activity

•

Rule R198 Motor vehicles inside sites of significance – non-complying
activity

3)

•

Section 5.7.13 Motor vehicles on the foreshore

•

Schedule F2c.

It is noted that the Regional Council has already circulated (by email on 17 April

2020) a summary statement titled Mediation 13 that provides background to the
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provisions under appeal under the heading Issue 1 Driving adjacent to the lagoon and
gap area at Castlepoint and elaborated on in pages 3-5.

4)

Within five working days the appellant and s274 parties are to advise the Court

whether they wish to participate in Environment Court mediation on the basis set out in
the attached trial mediation directions or wish to wait until face to face mediation is
possible.

5)

If the first approach is acceptable (and that will depend on the appellant and all

parties agreeing to it) would 15 May 2020 at 10am be an acceptable time? If not, an
alternative time can be arranged for the ‘remote’ mediation.

There will be an

opportunity for participants to ask to try out joining in by phone or video link ahead of
the Environment Court mediation once parties have identified the names, email
addresses and phone numbers of participants.

6)

Any party may seek further directions by notice in writing, served on all other

parties, at any time.

______________________________
K Edmonds
Environment Commissioner
Issued: 23 April 2020

